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Make it big

Introduce Canon and your 

presence at FESPA this year

We are talking about the pro-

duction industry, so we are in 

charge of the production part 

and we do of course a lot of innovation 

in small-format, end-to-end solutions, 

water-based solutions, UV gel, and UV 

printers. But specifically at FESPA, we 

focused on the signage and traditional 

visual communications industry. 

An area we are particularly strong 

in is flatbed technology and on our 

stand we introduced the Arizona 6100 

Mark II. W
e are also now developing 

strong technology in UV gel which is 

in the roll-to-roll market. This saw the 

premiere launch of our FLXFinish+ 

technology, which is the only technol-

ogy where you can combine matte and 

gloss in the same print job. Before, we 

used to do it on the same machine, on 

the same medium, with the same ink, 

but in different print jobs. You could 

decide to print something in matte, or 

you could decide to print something 

in gloss. Now, the big announcement 

was that even in the same print job, 

you can decide which part of the print 

job you want in matte, and which part 

you want in gloss. It opens up a lot of 

opportunities for our end-users and for 

our partners to really boost their busi-

ness in the industry.

Can you tell us a bit more 

about the new Arizona 6100 

Mark II?

This is a well-established 

technology that we have and 

have been fulfilling customer 

demand with for the past few years, but 

this version has some added features. 

Not only in terms of its style, look, and 

feel, as the design is very consistent 

with the rest of the Arizona range, but in 

terms of its speed and print quality com-

bination to really meet the customer’s 

expectation and the customer’s needs. 

Especially after the past two years of 

challenges, we really need to change 

the way we produce. That’s why we 

have the themes ‘Make it Big’, ‘Make it 

Smart’, and ‘Make it Grow’, we want to 

enable our customers to print in better 

quality, faster, in order to satisfy the 

demand from the market. The Mark II is 

going exactly in that direction. 

Can you also tell us a bit 

about how the Arizona Series 

fits with the ‘Make it Big’ 

message, and some of the types of 

products that you can print onto?

You can really do anything 

with this kit. You can person-

alise stuff before selling, even 

at the point of sale such as through 

the packaging being printed also with 

our technology. Of course, you can 

use our software for web printing and 

web shopping, and then for delivery by 

deciding how many pieces, and how 

much the weight of delivery is. So, it’s 

an end-to-end solution that enables effi-

ciency, higher and best response time, 

and again with a stronger quality print. 

This is well covered by the flatbed line 

up starting with the recently launched 

Arizona 135 which is particularly 

designed for our partner channel. Then 

for the 1300s with the smaller table and 

the XT table, and the 2300 with high 

flow technology which avoids masking 

the media. This is another massive 

improvement in application for rigid 

media. Then we have the 6100 Mark II. 

So, from low volume to high volume, 

we have any type of product you may 

need on the market.

Why was FESPA Global 

Print Expo 2022 the time to 

launch this new technology?

Canon is ranking in the top 

third or fourth position for 

patents, and we have a very 

consistent approach to releasing new 

technology and new features. This 

is why we are well recognised as 

a technological partner. If you stay 

Michele Tuscano, 

European 

Production Partner 

& LFG Direct Sales 

Director, Canon 

EMEA

Michele Tuscano 

Q&A

On our visit to Canon’s stand at FESPA Global Print Expo 2022, 

Michele Tuscano, European Production Partner & LFG Direct Sales 

Director was on hand to discuss the latest technology on show 
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Taking place at Proud Embank-

ment on September 22 nd, the 

Creative Retail Awards cele-

brated the success of businesses 

and installations from the likes 

of Astley, JCDecaux, Mega Cre-

ative, and Stylo.Such events showcase the 

capabilities and work of several 

different sectors of the retail and 

display industries, which include 

signage, point-of-sale, and graph-

ics. 
Winners of the night included 

independent stores, design agen-

cies, and big brands, all of which 

worked with in-house and exter-

nal display companies to bring 

projects to life. Following the event, The Cre-

ative Retail Awards said: “The 

2022 Judging Panel independ-

ently shortlisted and selected 

the Winning and Highly Com-

mended entries submitted by 

suppliers, designers and retailers 

from across the globe.”
The awards night was spon-

sored by the likes of Antalis, 

Save the High Street, and Display 

Graphica, all suppliers and back-

ers of creative retail spaces. 
Sports Direct won Store 

Design of the Year for its new 

Oxford Street store, while Har-

rods and Chanel took home the 

Retail Experience Award for the 

celebration of 100 years of Cha-

nel Nº5.
Unlike many other awards 

ceremonies and gala dinners, the 

Creative Retail Awards blend 

networking with an informational 

party that the Awards says: "cele-

brates diversity in the industry". 

This year the evening was 

brought to life with engaging live 

acts, a live band, and a DJ per-

forming into the small hours of 

the night. Founded by the Shop & Dis-

play Equipment Association 

(SDEA) and Retail Focus, the 

awards are judged by a panel of 

industry leaders and experts. 

Creative Retail Awards celebrate success

The awards night was attended by suppliers, designers, and retailers

FESPA has announced the 

launch of a new vehicle wrap-

ping and vinyl installation 

event, with applications to 

speak at next year’s inaugural 

edition now open.WrapFest 2023 will take 

place at the Silverstone racing 

circuit in Northamptonshire 

from April 26th to 27th and will 

feature an educational line-up 

of conferences, demonstrations 

and workshops focused on the 

vehicle wrapping and graphics 

market.
Advance wrap and detail 

enthusiasts with experience in 

vehicle wrapping, including 

those working for manufactur-

ers and distributors, trainers, 

installers, as well as experts in 

car detailing and paint protec-

tion and tinting services, are 

being encouraged to register.
Manufacturers and distribu-

tors are also being invited to 

deliver sessions on tips and 

techniques, as well as showcase 

their products to visitors.
In addition, FESPA will be 

hosting a series of independ-

ent demonstrations of vehicle 

wrapping installation in its own 

designated pit garage, offering 

further insight into the market 

for those in attendance. 
Duncan MacOwan, head of 

marketing and events at FESPA, 

says: “We are delighted to be 

launching WrapFest and offer-

ing opportunities to many 

industry pros to showcase their 

incredible skills at the event.
 “The conference programme 

and demonstration zones are 

integral features of the event, 

providing attendees with cut-

ting-edge insights into the latest 

industry trends from some of  

the most influential represent-

atives. 
“This is a great opportunity 

for the best talent in the busi-

ness to make a real impact at 

a first-of-its-kind event for the 

fast-growing wrap industry.”

The inaugural event will take place 

at the Silverstone racing circuit

Speaker slots open for WrapFest 2023
Manufacturer of self-adhesive materi-

als for the large-format print and 

signage markets, Drytac, recently took 

part in the PRINTING United Expo 

2022 as well as being a Gold Sponsor 

for the popular event.
The exhibition took place from 

October 19 th to 21st at the Las Vegas 

Convention Center in Las Vegas, Nev-

ada, with tens of thousands of visitors 

travelling from the US and beyond.

Drytac had a major presence across 

the exhibition, with its materials being 

featured around the show floor, while 

it was also involved with the PDAA 

Wide Format Zone, a specialist area of 

the event that provided attendees with 

an insight into decal work.

Viva Las Vegas for Drytac 

The event took place at the Las Vegas Convention Centre  

Norwich City FC signage 
auctioned to club's fans 

Fans had the chance to bid on the 

signage which had been removed due to 

a rebrand 

Football fans supporting Norwich City 

Football Club recently had the chance 

to bid on signage from around the 

stadium.A number of items available have 

been at the Carrow Road site for over 

40 years.Included in the signage is individ-

ual letters that were displayed on the 

Geoffrey Watling City Stand and a 

crest which is the oldest signage at the 

ground. The money raised from the bidding 

was donated to the football club’s 

academy. The signage had been removed due 

to the club’s rebrand in June this year 

which will saw the logo and crest 

changed to mark its 120th anniversary.  

By David Osgar 
Online editor      @sldavidosgar

Creative Retail Awards categories 
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By Rob Fletcher

Printing an outdoor application such 

as a poster or billboard is one 

matter, but ensuring it has the right 

protection to ensure its longevity in what 

can often be challenging conditions amid 

the elements is another consideration alto-

gether.

Lamination presents sign-makers with 

an effective method of not only protecting 

their work, both in interior and exterior 

environments, but also the opportunity 

to add an extra bit of sparkle to printed 

pieces and make them stand out more to 

passers-by.

With this in mind, SignLink considers the 

most important attributes to look out for 

when purchasing new lamination machin-

ery and highlights some of the latest 

options available to the market.

Making The Right Choice

A name synonymous with this sector, 

Vivid Laminating Technologies offers a 

wide range of options to sign-makers 

and wide-format printers across the UK. 

Product and sales manager Lewis Evans 

says putting in place the right equipment 

is imperative for all types of finishing in 

sign-making.

“One of the most important things to 

consider when investing in a new laminator 

is that it operates and runs properly and 

doesn’t wreck any of the work that has 

been printed,” Evans explains.

“Companies need to be looking at a 

number of core attributes, including how 

it operates over a 50m roll, given the size 

of some signage applications. A good 

quality silicon roller will operate in a way 

that a 50m roll of vinyl will run without it 

running off. 

“A quality laminator will also not put 

crease marks on the printed work, which 

otherwise would lead to the need to re-print 

the piece. When applying expensive films 

to protect the printed work, you need to 

ensure that it applies perfectly evenly all 

the way through, doesn’t damage any of 

the work and you need to have confidence 

in multiple operators being able to use the 

equipment easily.”

Looking at Vivid’s collection of lamination 

solutions for sign-makers and wide-format 

printing businesses, Lewis has little hesi-

tation in pointing to the Easymount range. 

In particular, Evans highlights the ease 

of use for these machines as one of their 

main selling points, saying that the easier 

LAMINATION EQUATION  

Critically important to the protection of printed wide- and large-format work, 

SignLink takes a closer look at lamination and the core considerations for 

sign-makers when investing in new equipment 

BACK TO BASICS / LAMINATION EQUIPMENT
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◄ Papergraphics picks 

out the Flexa EasyLite 

compact laminator as its 

most popular machine

W hen people talk about wrapping in 

the sign-making and wide-format 

print sector, minds are almost 

certainly drawn to images of colourful car 

wraps and impressive designs covering 

the sides of lorries and vans.
However, the fact of the matter is that 

wrapping stretches much further than just 

vehicles. Yes, the vehicle wrapping sector 

is busier than it has ever been but wrapping 

presents companies in and around this 

sector with many more profitable opportun-

ities outside of the traditional market. 

SignLink takes a closer look at some of 

these sectors and picks out the materials 

sign-makers and wide-format print com-

panies can use to take full advantage 

of opportunities available to them across 

these markets.
Push The Boundaries

The far-reaching potential of the wrapping 

industry is referenced by Avery Dennison, 

which supplies a wide range of materials to 

the market. Rick Snabel, project manager 

for digital printing media at Avery Denni-

son, explains that wrapping can be applied 

to virtually any type of surface or object, 

with the only limit in this market being your 

own creativity.“While wrapping may be commonly 

associated with vehicles, it is equally effect-

ive in architectural applications such as 

walls, phone booths, and window frames, 

as well as on unique items like guitars, 

fridges, and gaming controllers,” Snabel 

says, adding: “By utilising digitally printable 

media, you can take your creativity to the 

next level, transforming objects or surfaces 

with your printed designs to achieve truly 

amazing results.”Snabel also flags the importance of 

working with quality vinyl wrapping materi-

als, warning that the wrong choice early 

on could cost sign-makers in the long run, 

both in terms of the print quality and when 

applying the piece to the actual surface.

“Quality undoubtedly plays a signifi-

cant role when it comes to selecting the 

right material for an application,” Snabel 

explains, adding: “Higher quality materials 

offer superior durability, conformability, and 

vibrant colours, while also incorporating 

features that make the application process 

easier, such as air egress functionality, 

repositionability, or even ‘slideability’. This 

combination ensures that you can achieve 

the best results with minimal time and 

effort.”
With this, Snabel draws attention to 

some of the products available from Avery 

Dennison. One of its most popular options 

is Supreme Wrapping Film, which can be 

used for both vehicle and surface colour 

changes.Avery Dennison also provides premium 

sign and cut materials such as the 777CF 

iA Tech, 800PC, and 900SC series. Snabel 

flags digitally printable media options such 

THAT’S A WRAP
Whether wrapping a vehicle or smaller format items, quality material choice is 

critical to the final piece. Here, we look at some of the latest and most popular 

solutions suitable for use in a range of projects

FOCUS ON / VINYL WRAPPING MATERIALS 
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▼  Avery Dennison recently introduced its 

new PVC-free SP 1504 Easy Apply
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Route Media which is part 

of Dragon Group has dem-

onstrated its continued 

growth throughout Wales 

with partnerships includ-

ing a West Wales bus 

network.Earlier in the year 

Dragon Group was formed 

via the amalgamation 

of Dragon Signs, Route 

Media, Colour Studios 

(based in Bath), and Spor-

tin Wales under one group.
Route Media has con-

tinued to expand over the 

past two years becoming a 

major supplier of out-of-

home (OOH) and digital 

out-of-home (DOOH) in 

areas like Cardiff  and New-

port.
The expansion has seen 

new installations in the 

previously mentioned cit-

ies as well as in Colwyn 

Bay, Wrexham, Rhyl, 

Llandudno, Bangor, and 

Swansea.Route’s partnership with 

a West Wales bus network 

means ten vehicles will be 

installed with streetliner 

and rear signage that will 

be visible to around 10 mil-

lion people a year.Route Media has also 

recently announced a col-

laboration with media 

owner iQOOH mean-

ing its clients can take 

advantage of new DOOH 

opportunities in Cardiff  

and Flintshire.

Designs receives £100K 
Government R&D tax relief 

Hull-based design and signage com-

pany Designs Signage Solutions 

has received £100,000 in R&D tax 

relief from the Government follow-

ing its work developing 3D scanning 

technology and new sustainable solu-

tions.
The 3D imaging technology is 

able to map a surface to help in the 

planning and applications of signage 

designs. Previously the work required 

older techniques such as using hand 

drawings and mask taping.
The new solution is particularly 

useful for curved surfaces as the 

scans take these surfaces into account 

rather than relying on fl at designs. 

R&D tax relief has been a growing 

form of investment for businesses in 

print and signage, two areas which 

are seeing signifi cant innovations are 

regarding green products and auto-

mation. The scheme was introduced 

in 2000 to incentivise innovation 

resulting in either reduction in a cor-

poration tax or a cash lump sum. 

Managing director for Designs, Rob 

Daysley, says: “We’re in a very com-

petitive market, and so we need to 

create our own niches and effi  ciencies 

to ensure we can continue to grow. 

“That’s why we do so much R&D 

work and the money we receive gets 

put back into the business and capital 

investment. Our whole senior leader-

ship team is always looking at R&D 

and ways we can improve and have 

a point of diff erence over our com-

petitors.”Designs also developed its range 

of sustainable event signage which is 

easier to store, reuse, and be recycled. 

Designs Signage Solutions has received 

signifi cant R&D tax relief from the 

Government 

Route Media’s digital screen in 

Wrexham joins the company’s 

network of over 700 sites

Route Media continues to expand

Leading Edge scores with Liversedge FC
West Yorkshire-based Leading Edge 

Signage and Graphics has agreed 

a deal to become the new stadium 

naming rights partner of Northern 

Premier League football club Liv-

ersedge FC.Under the arrangement, the team’s 

home stadium will now be known as 

the Leading Edge Clayborn Stadium.

Leading Edge will renovate all diec-

tional and information signage and 

branding across the stadium, both 

externally and internally. This will 

include installing a series of 100 new 

signs.
The work includes perimeter 

boards for sponsors, as well as 

graphic design and artwork services.

The company will also provide a 

graphic design and artwork service 

to businesses wishing to take out 

perimeter board sponsorship at the 

stadium, which is located on Quaker 

Lane in Cleckheaton.
Matthew Evans, managing direc-

tor of Leading Edge, says: “Investing 

in the stadium and the club further 

strengthens our ties to the area 

and supports our aims of creating 

a positive impact on the local econ-

omy while fostering a sense of pride 

among our employees.”

The Liversedge FC naming rights deal will 

run for three years 

Brett Martin highlights 
Scottish dedication 

Manufacturer of special-

ist plastic products, Brett 

Martin, has highlighted its 

investment in supporting 

merchant businesses in 

Scotland. Operating from its Cum-

bernauld distribution hub, 

the company has invested 

in a fl eet of new delivery 

trucks and off ers a deliv-

ery service of two-to-three 

working days to main cit-

ies, towns, and ports.
Brett Martin also off ers a 

direct-to-site delivery ser-

vice and call and collect 

options for emergency situ-

ations. 
Having been operating 

its depot in Scotland for 50 

years, the company under-

stands the market and 

the challenges its custom-

ers face and says: “it’s all 

about fi rst-class customer 

service, fl exibility, on time 

deliveries, and stock avail-

ability”.
To deliver on these 

needs, the company is 

committed to helping mer-

chants increase sales and 

can support with point of 

sale display materials such 

as banners, product display 

boards, and product liter-

ature.
Something Brett Martin 

off ers is a focused plumb-

ing and drainage package 

for those operating within 

this industry. 
Brett Martin has highlighted its 

offering for builder merchants 

in Scotland 

By David Osgar

By David Osgar
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Carys Evans looks at the opportunities 
for sign-makers in this sector 
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Mimaki support for Easy Cut 
Easy Cut Studio’s vinyl cutting software 
has been approved for Mimaki cutters
Page 06

Dragon Signs bags FAW deal 
The Welsh signage company has been 
named FAW’s official signage partner
Page 08

2023 Predictions 
We hear what the industry thinks the 
trends and challenges will be in 2023
Page 16

KGK Genix 
We get a behind-the-scenes look at the 
creative and forward-thinking firm
Page 19

Large Print Works in MBO 
LPW founder John Laidler has handed 
over the reins to long-standing employees 
Page 09 
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Etching & Engraving
From trophies to name plaques, we look 
at the part etching and engraving plays 
in sign-making
  
Digital & Interactive Signage
Effective marketing platforms, we look 
at how digital and interactive signage 
can be used 

Wall & Floor Graphics
Looking at the new kit and materials 
sign-makers can use to produce quality 
wall and floor graphics 

Textile & Garment Printing
Fast becoming a growing area, from DTG 
and DTF to adding branded workwear 
to your offering, we explore this area of 
print  

SPECIALS
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(in line with International Women’s Day 
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Financing & Funding
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MIS Systems
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line business’ operations and what  
solutions are available on the market?

Hybrid Machines
With a number of manufacturers bring-
ing out hybrid models in recent months, 
we look at the benefits this type of kit 
can bring to production 

Sustainable Signage Materials
We look at some of the sustainable  
substrate options for sign-makers  
wanting to be greener 

Window Graphics
We find out how sign-makers can use 
window graphics to capitalise on  
seasonal and promotional demand 

SPECIALS
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How are businesses implementing  
sustainable practices within their  
operations?

Building Wraps
Looking back at some impressive large-
scale building wrap projects  
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We go behind the scenes at sign fabri-
cators to see the skill involved in produ-
cing signage in-house  

Rigid Substrates
From aluminium and glass to wood  
and corrugated board, we look at the 
plethora of substrate options available

Wayfinding Signage
Plotting a route to new customers,  
we find out what goes into making a 
wayfinding sign

Direct-to-object Printers
A way to add value and offer person-
alisation, we look at the direct-to-object 
printers on the market 

SPECIALS
FESPA Global Print Expo 2024
Looking at the highlights of this event 
including the International Sign Expo 
and Sportswear Pro's return

AI for designing signage
We look at how AI is affecting and  
influencing the signage design process 
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Sign Painting Corner
Sam Roberts gives us a look at what 
goes into producing a ceiling mural  
Page 34

David Allen: ISA-UK president
ISA-UK has formally named David Allen 
of Allen Signs as its new president  
Page 06

Retro station signs installed 
New train station signage has given a 
‘nod to the past’ thanks to funding  
Page 07

Sustainable Signage Solutions
Rob Fletcher looks at some of the 
sustainable solutions for signage  
Page 59

Q&A: Michelle Henry
We speak to Henry, a judge at The Sign 
Awards about being on the panel 
Page 30

First Acuity Prime L bought
Netherlands-based A1 Signs has become 
the first to purchase an Acuity Prime L
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Adventures in
Sign Painting

Women in Sign 
We champion some of the ambitious 
and award-winning women in sign  
Page 28

Citiprint reflects on install 
Installing graphics on a 50m-tall wind 
turbine has put Citiprint on the map  
Page 08

ISA-UK launches new guides
The Best Practice Guides are key 
documents for sign businesses   
Page 06

FESPA Global Print Expo 
We take a look at some of the features 
planned for the 2023 exhibition   
Page 41

Changing your Mindset 
Joe Arenella offers his tips on changing 
your mindset and knowing your worth  
Page 32

Josero to sell Acuity Prime  
The wide-format kit distributor has been 
named as a Fujifilm Acuity Prime partner  
Page 14
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Taste
for Success

Government reduces support 
The Government will reduce its energy 
bills support for businesses this spring  
Page 06

Company Spotlight 
Erskine Stewart, MD of swissQprint UK 
tells us about the company’s offerings 
Page 22

Under the Hood 
Brian Sims takes a  look under the 
hood of Durst’s P5 TEX iSUB printer  
Page 34

New apprentice for franchise
FASTSIGNS St Albans has taken on 
technical apprentice Charlie Gordon
Page 15

Zünd opens new subsidiary 
The cutting technology manufacturer has 
opened its Zünd Ibérica subsidiary  
Page 09

Direct-to-Object Printers 
Rob Fletcher finds out whether investing 
in this type of kit could be profitable  
Page 43
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we highlight some of the different types 
of exhibition stands

The Print Show 2024 Preview
What to expect from the 2024 show for 
print businesses looking to invest in new 
kit and network

SPECIALS
Wide-format Print Applications
We look back at some of the creative 
and impressive wide-format work 
produced this year so far

Colour Management
Looking at the importance of colour 
management in branding and what 
solutions can help with this

FEATURES
CNC Routers & Software
A staple piece of kit for many sign-mak-
ers, we explore some of the latest 
options in this market

Vehicle Wrapping
A core part of many brands’ marketing, 
we look at some of the skills involved in 
wrapping vehicles 

LED Signage
A look at the latest LED technologies on 
the market and how these can be used 
to produce bright signage 

Sign-making Tools
Crucial in producing any form of sign-
age, we look at the range of sign-making 
tools available 

SPECIALS
Wrapping Materials and Techniques
A look at some of the materials available 
and techniques used when wrapping 

Neon Signage
Paying tribute to this historic Heritage 
Craft endangered skill 

FEATURES
Wide-format Print Kit Pt.2
From faster print speeds and extended 
substrate capabilities, we look at the 
latest wide-format kit options 

Lamination Equipment
Used to protect signage from the 
elements and for increased durability, 
we look at lamination equipment 

Flatbed Vinyl Cutters
What new vinyl cutter options are 
available to sign-makers and how can 
they help improve quality? 

Point of Sale
We find out what the current trends 
are in this area of the market and what 
opportunities there are 

SPECIALS
2025 Predictions
What trends and challenges do industry 
members predict will shape 2025 for the 
print industry?

Seasonal Signage
Looking at how signage and graphics 
have been used throughout the year 
to mark seasonal holidays such as 
Halloween, Easter, and Christmas 
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Sign Painting Corner ▲
Sam Roberts pays tribute to James 
Cooper of Dapper Signs  
Page 32

Being A Sustainable Business 
We look at some of the ways sign-makers 
are implementing green practices  
Page 35

Building Wraps 
We highlight some of the creative building 
wrap projects from recent months   
Page 53

FaberExposize UK
We paid FaberExposize UK a visit to find 
out what the company has been up to   
Page 24

Stylo celebrates creativity 
Stylo recently invited designers and clients 
to celebrate its new swissQprint Kudu
Page 07

Sustainable Waste Academy
FESPA UK Association has launched its
new Sustainable Waste Academy   
Page 18
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Sign Painting Corner
Sam Roberts highlights some of the 
training available for sign painting  
Page 33

Print donated to fundraiser
A Minuteman Press owner has donated 
posters and flyers to aid a fundraiser  
Page 08

Ashby passes on reductions 
Ashby Trade Sign Supplies will pass on 
price reductions to its customers 
Page 07

Company Spotlight: Citiprint
We find out how the company achieves 
its ambitious same-day offering  
Page 27

The Print Show Preview
We take a look at what the industry can 
expect from the 2023 show in September 
Page 37

Vivid launches hybrid laminator
Vivid Laminating Technologies has 
launched a patented hybrid laminator 
Page 12
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Government reduces support 
The Government will reduce its energy 
bills support for businesses this spring  
Page 06

Company Spotlight 
Erskine Stewart, MD of swissQprint UK 
tells us about the company’s offerings 
Page 22

Under the Hood 
Brian Sims takes a  look under the 
hood of Durst’s P5 TEX iSUB printer  
Page 34

New apprentice for franchise
FASTSIGNS St Albans has taken on 
technical apprentice Charlie Gordon
Page 15

Zünd opens new subsidiary 
The cutting technology manufacturer has 
opened its Zünd Ibérica subsidiary  
Page 09

Direct-to-Object Printers 
Rob Fletcher finds out whether investing 
in this type of kit could be profitable  
Page 43
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